
THE 
PRODUCTS 

OF 
BURROUGHS 

Burroughs business is the recording, storing, computing, process
ing and communicating of data. Its products include electronic 
data processing systems; data communications terminal devices; 
special systems for defense, space and other government agencies; 
electronic accounting systems and electro-mechanical accounting 

machines; adding machines and calculators; data recording equip
ment; electronic components, and a comprehensive line of busi
ness forms and office supplies. This brochure contains a repre
sentative sampling of the range of products and services which 
Burroughs engineers, manufactures and markets worldwide. 



electronic data processing systems 

Burroughs is recognized in the EDP industry as a supplier of com
puter systems of very advanced design. The unique architecture of 
Burroughs "500" Systems computer family incorporates modular 
design to permit system growth without reprogramming, and 
"dynamic self-regulation" through operating system software that 
automatically schedules and allocates the system's resources to 
programs being processed. 

Multiprogramming is the normal mode of operation and, on the 
larger systems, parallel processing with multiple central processors 
P,J'Ovides maximum throughput and reliability. The data communi
cations-oriented design of Burroughs computers permits full utili
r.ation of terminal devices in on-line remote data processing and 
time sharing networks. An outstanding library of applicational 
program packages is available to "500" Systems computer users. 

The B 500 computer system (1) is the smallest of the "500" 
Systems family. It has higher-level language compatibility with 
other "500" Systems computers, providing a natural bridge for 
Burroughs users into the larger systems. The B 500 brings j •' 

versatility of high speed random access processing and full COB 
programming within reach of many more system users. 

The medium-scale B 2500 and B 3500 computers, like other 
Burroughs systems, are characterized by automatically controlled 
multiprogramming capabilities and outstanding productivity. The 
B 2500 (2), shown in a typical financial configuration, is being 
utilized, both in the United States and Overseas, in varied applica
tions in banking, industry, commerce and government. 

Burroughs larger B 3500 system (3) is also used in a variety of 
applications and offers even greater power and productivity. The 



United States Air Force is one of many current B 3500 users and 
is installing these systems to automate an extensive network of air 
bases situated both in the United States and Overseas. 

"Qurroughs B 4500 (4), the newest computer series in the "500" 
terns family, is oriented principally to general business and in

dustrial data processing and uses COBOL as its primary business 
language. It also is designed for environments where on-line, real 
time, multiprogramming and data communications operations are 
normal · methods of day to day processing. The B 4500 is com
pletely compatible with the B 3500 and features field experienced 
software. Programs written for the B 3500 will operate on the 
B 4500 without reprogramming or recompiling. 

In designing the medium-to-large scale B 5500 (5), Burroughs 
software experts worked with hardware engineers to develop one 

of the first commercial computers designed to operate under the 
control of self-regulating operating system software. The B 5500 
is widely used in on-line time sharing networks. 

Designed to meet the increasingly complex data processing needs 
of the l 970's, Burroughs very large-scale B 6500 computer system 
(6) represents a combination of advanced hardware and operating 
system software developments. The B 6500, an extremely power
ful general purpose computer, is one of the largest systems designed 
for both business and scientific use currently in delivery status. In 
addition to performing a variety of on-site batch data processing 
operations, the B 6500 can simultaneously handle remote batch 
processing and perform "conversational" processing of data en
tered from remote terminals. 



high speed computer peripherals 

Burroughs offers "500" Systems users a wide range of high speed 
input and output devices, random access memory files and satellite 
data storage and retrieval systems. 

Burroughs Computer-Output-To-Microfilm system (7) pro
duces microfilm images from data recorded on magnetic tape at 
speeds up to 96,000 characters per second. 

Magnetic Disk Files (8) range from Systems Memory files with 
capacities of from one to four million characters to massive Data 
Memory Banks with capacities ranging to billions of characters of 
information. The unique head-per-track design of the Burroughs 
disk file eliminates mechanical moving-arm mechanisms for im
proved speed, performance and reliability. Customers can select 
from a full spectrum of memory sizes and access speeds. Burroughs 
new Disk File Optimizer, available for large-scale systems, can 
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increase from 10 to 20 times the speed at which information can 
be stored or retrieved. 

Burroughs high speed electronic reader sorter (9) for banking 
and business reads both optical and magnetic characters simnl
taneously and sorts documents at a speed of 1,625 per minute. 
unit is expandable from four to 32 pockets. 

Punched card readers (10) range in speed to 1,400 cards per 
minute and card punches (11) to 300 cards per minute. Burroughs 
offers a range of magnetic tape devices including the unique mag
netic tape cluster (12) containing the equivalent of four conven
tional tape drives in one cabinet. High speed printers (13), operat
ing at speeds to 1,100 lines per minute, and high speed paper tape 
readers and punches are also available on Burroughs "500" Systems 
configurations. 
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data recording and encoding equipment 

Burroughs Series N magnetic tape encoder (14) permits informa
tion to be recorded directly on 7 and 9-channel computer-com
patible magnetic tape at a density of 200, 556, or 800 bits per inch. 

movable 48-character (optional 64-character) keyboard enables 
· operator to perform entry, verification and search functions 

with ease. Visual displays aid operator efficiency. Burroughs A 149 
peripheral card punch, A 150 keypunch (15), A 160 verifier and A 130 
card sorter provide customers faster and more advanced punched 
card equipment. 

The S 100 (16), one of Burroughs Series S family of general 
purpose character encoding machines, is designe · to encode unit 

documents with magnetic ink characters or optical characters and 
has applications in banking, commerce, industry and government. 

The T 400 imprinter-encoder (17) and T 600 MlCR/line encoder 
(18) are two members of the Burroughs MlCRIGHT family of 
systems designed to provide automated banks with the ability to 
prepare internal and external bank documents for computer input. 
With the T 400, banks can provide fully-personalized, sequentially . 
numbered pocket and business check packages. Both systems offer 
a full range of MICR-encoding applications. 

The T 100 exception item encoder (19) adds MICR data to any 
computer input document not previously fully encoded. 



data communications terminals and systems 

Burroughs manufactures a wide range of terminals for use in on
line data communications-oriented systems. These terminals can 
extend the applicational power of computers to thousands of 
remote locations. m 

The TC 500 terminal computer (20) is designed to operate 
either as a data communications terminal "on-line" to a larger cen
tral computer system or function "off-line" as a free-standing 
independent computer system. The TC 500, one of a number of 
terminal computers in the series, can edit and format information 
and perform operations which previously had to be handled by 
the central computer, thus lowering costs through reduced data 
transmission and processing time. 

The memory unit in Burroughs Series TC and Series L com
pact billing and accounting computers, described on Page 6, is an 
advanced proven-in-use magnetic disk-similar in design to the 
head-per-track disk memory concepts used in large-scale Burroughs 
computer systems. The compact disk unit stores 1,024 words of 
data and has an average access time of five milliseconds. 
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Burroughs new Series RT remote teller currency dispensing 
machines (21) are designed to dispense packets of currency in 
bank offices and public locations. Series RT terminals operate off
line or as on-line currency dispensers. 

Burroughs DC 1000 Series of electronic data communicatio' 
systems (22) is ideally suited for users having multiple locations 
such as branches, plants and warehouses. DC 1000 systems collect 
and concentrate information at remote sites and transmit it to a 
central computer over high speed communication lines. 

Burroughs B 9353 data input and display system (23) combines 
the display capabilities of the cathode ray tube with a typewriter 
keyboard to provide a versatile remote terminal device. (The B 9352 
data input and display terminal is shown in use with the large
scale B 6500 system on Page 2.) Such units permit instantaneous 
"conversation" between a central computer and the user. 

Series TA data sets (not pictured) enable users to attach 
Burroughs or other manufacturers' terminal equipment to tele
phone lines for remote processing. 
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accounting machines and systems 

Burroughs is a major manufacturer of electronic accounting sys
tems and electro-mechanical accounting machines, offering cus
tomers a complete range of applications where the user desires 
"hard-copy" records of his operation. 

Resulting from the same engineering and development program 
as the Series TC terminal computer, Burroughs revolutionary 
Series L billing and accounting computers form the basis of a totally 
new line of compact computers. The L 2000 billing computer (24) 
can function as a powerful and productive billing system or, with 
the addition of a data communications unit, as a terminal computer. 

The L 4000 (25) and L 3000 (not pictured) compact accounting 
computers, like all computers in Burroughs Series L and Series TC 
family, use micrologic, an advanced software concept that per
forms the basic logic and arithmetic functions that are usually per
formed by hardware on other data processing equipment. The 
L 4000 and L 3000 are directed specifically to accounting applica
tions and the generation of management reports, but can also 

operate as billing computers or terminal computers. 
Burroughs offers more than 130 models of the Series E family of 

electronic accounting systems, ranging from the E 1000 to the 
E 8000. Series E systems combine such features as electronic logic 
and data storage with the flexibility of accounting machine key
board input and control. 

The E 8000 (26) functions either as an operator-controlled 
accounting system or under internally programmed control as a 
small computer system. It utilizes a broad range of peripheral input 
and output devices including dual punched card readers to provide 
exceptional data processing flexibility. 

Burroughs Series F electro-mechanical accounting machines 
provide an efficient means of handling the modest batches of data 
generated in hundreds of small and medium-sized business 
applications. The F 9000 alphanumeric accounting machine (27) 
has an electronic keyboard and a new, advanced alpha printing 
mechanism. 



small application machines 

Compact computing power through integrated circuitry is offered 
by Burroughs Series C 3000 electronic display calculators and 
Series C 4000 electronic printing calculators which provide excep
tionally fast answers to algebraic and arithmetic problems. Designed 
for home and office use, the C 3155 mini-calculator (28, bottom) 
weighs less than four pounds, utilizes high density integrated cir
cuitry, and provides eight-digit display capacity and four function 
arithmetic. The C 3316 (28, top) features automatic square root and 
automatic accumulation of products, quotients and factors. 

The C 4300 triplex printing calculator (29) has a 16-digit capac
ity, two independent memories for storage, and a four function 
computing unit. It also offers the advantage of a printed paper tape 
as a permanent record. 

The J 800 automatic ten-key printing calculator (30) is an excep-

protection, safety and control systems 

Burroughs T 880 check disburser ( 33) is a multiple-function ma
chine which protects, signs, dates and controls disbursements in a 
single operation, shredding the authorized amount indelibly into 
the fibers of the paper to make unauthorized alteration virtually 
impossible. Burroughs offers several other models in the T 800 
Series including the T 860 check signer ( 34) which imprints an 
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tionally fast, efficient multiplying machine. One of a number of 
Series J models, the J 800 features simplicity of operation and high
perf ormance in one compact unit. 

The P 5000 duplex adding and subtracting machine (31) is avail
able with wide tabulating carriage (as shown) or optional au 
matic shuttle carriage providing broad flexibility to meet the neects 
of modern business. 

The P 2000 full keyboard adding machine (32) guarantees cor
rect indexing, before adding, with visible audit keyboard design. 
Ciphers print automatically, reducing the number of key depres
sions required. 

Burroughs P 7715 teller and cash control machines (not pictured) 
can be utilized for cash control and receipt printing at teller and 
cashier windows in many financial and commercial applications. 
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authorized forgery-proof signature, and the T 890 amount protec
tor (not pictured ). 

The T 142 controlled signature machine (35) combines seven 
essential check disbursement functions in one compact unit. The 
system lists, adds and protects amounts, and signs, dates, counts 
and controls checks in a single operation. 
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forms and supplies 

Burroughs sets the same high standards for the production of forms 
and supplies that it maintains for its electronic data processing 
systems and other business equipment. Advanced production 
techniques are combined with the finest materials and rigid quality 

ntrols to produce superior solvent coated transfer papers, 
achine ribbons and roll papers (36). 
High-speed presses produce a wide range of attractive safety 

paper checks(37),and multiple-part and continuous forms(38)for 
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computers and accounting equipment in all types of business and 
banking applications. 

Magnetic striped ledger forms ( 39) permit information to be 
stored magnetically and read automatically by Burroughs electronic 
accounting systems. Manual accounting and bookkeeping systems 
( 40) for accounts receivable, payroll, accounts payable, and 
general accounting are among the many other business forms 
products provided by Burroughs. 
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special systems 

Burroughs engineers and manufactures special data processing 
systems and advanced products for government agencies as well as 
large-scale computer systems for special commercial, educational 
and scientific applications. 

Custom designed for use in the Federal Aviation Agency's air 
traffic control system, Burroughs radar digitizers (41) convert air
craft radar signals into computer messages for transmission to air 
traffic control centers. 

One of Burroughs advanced engineering programs is the Illiac IV 
project, involving the development of an experimental parallel pro
cessing computer capable of speeds some 20 times faster than any 
other system. In the first phase of the program, 64 high speed 
arithmetic units, one of which is pictured (42), are linked in parallel 
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to achieve the processing of 200 million instructions a second. 
Burroughs rugged D 84 computer (43) is designed to withstand 

severe environments and is used in applications requiring extreme 
compactness and reliability. 

Display consoles (44), D 825 computers and radar data pr 
cessors are supplied to the U.S. Air Force for its Back Up Inter
ceptor Control system for North American Continental Air 
Defense. 
, Burroughs information processing systems provide unparalleled 
reliability and performance in automatically routing messages to 
and from command centers. This D 825 system (45) handles all 
digital communications for the North American Air Defense Com
mand's underground Combat Operations Center. 



electronic components 
industry's most widely used readout devices for the display of 

up to eight characters of numeric or alphanumeric information are 
Burroughs Nixie"' tubes. A new development for use in displaying 
larger amounts of information is Burroughs Self-Scan Panel 
Display™ (46). 

Burroughs also manufactures microel'Fcironic intearated circuits 
(47), shown at some 50 times actual size, for special applications in 
its own data processing systems, for sale to other manufacturen, 
and for use in signal amplifiers and decoders to operate Nixie 
readout tubes. 



THE 
PRODUCTS 

OF 
BURROUGHS 

Burroughs maintains a worldwide field marketing force of some 20,000 skilled sales,servi 
and technical support personnel. I 

The Company utilizes its advanced electronic data processing equipment, software, and 
application knowledge in time sharing and data processing service centers in a number of 
locations throughout the world. 

This brochure contains only a sampling of the broad range of data processing products 
and services provided by Burroughs Corporation, its subsidiary companies and distributors 
operating throughout the world. 

principal worldwide locations of Burroughs plants, marketing offices and distributors 
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